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1. Introduction
In 2018, Housing Rights set out its strategy objectives for 2018 – 2023. This
included setting out their digital ambitions until 2023:
1.Improve process
We will improve our internal processes and systems so we can free up
resources to help more people.
2.Help customers
We will help our customers find answers and receive information in a suitable
way by improving and developing services and products, focusing on the user's
needs.
3.Raise skill level
We will raise the skill levels and confidence of Housing Right staff in using digital
technology and make the digital transformation of housing rights a positive one
for everyone involved.
4.Enable growth
We will incorporate digital into new service design to add value for our customer
groups.
1.1 Our methodology
Fathom was tasked with designing and carrying out a programme of research
which would focus on Housing Rights’ key user groups and understanding their
needs, pain points, current interactions and experiences.
Our goal was to create a digital vision and an implementation plan for Housing
Rights which will measurably contribute to their strategic objectives of
preventing and alleviating homelessness, improving the housing circumstances
of those who are in need, and effectively demonstrate the impact of their work.
This vision will positively impact on all services delivered, namely advice and
advocacy, partnerships, thought leadership position, participation and
influencing policy.
After a programme of discovery with the Housing Rights team in which we
reviewed existing digital strategy, previous research and website(s) performance
in Google Analytics, we engaged in-depth with 7 people across a number of
key audiences.
These users were recruited from the following user types;
- staff
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- volunteers
- major funding bodies
- members of the public who have used the service in the past
We also developed a survey, targeting each of these audiences, which focused
on validating, solidifying hypotheses taken from our 7 research interviews and
also adding to our insight and information to apply to a future roadmap and
contribution to language within our vision.
Our research synthesis, resulted in identifying the following user groups and
consolidating and prioritising their core needs;
Service User:

-

More awareness of Housing Rights
Want the ability to recommend and support
Enjoys the personal connection with advisors
Interaction does not have to face to face
Want a seamless online experience
Do not have issues with WIFI/data
Need to find contact details quickly online

Partner Organisations:

-

Need to access wide breadth of information online (not just Housing
issues)
Need an immediate response, clients are relying on them
Want to know more about CHAP and what is available to them
Want clarity on information online
Want more information relating to policy

Staff/ Volunteers:

-

Need to share wide breadth of information with colleagues
Want to help as many people as possible
Want a flexible approach to working environment
Want to make better use of the information they have at their disposal
Want to develop their digital skills
Want to communicate better and more frequently with colleagues

Funders:

-

Need to see the value in Housing Rights
What is the DEMAND for services?
Need to see evidence for value AND demand
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-

Want to access quantitative and qualitative data
Not sure what qualitative data looks like
Not worried about users self-serving and the impact it will have on
funding

This document, as mentioned, is the outcome of a period of stakeholder
engagement, user research and industry benchmarking, synthesised and
integrated into the strategic priorities of Housing Rights. Specifically, we aim to
provide detail on the key functional, resourcing, skills and technical priorities for
a number of digital initiatives over the next three years. These initiatives,
managed, governed and implemented to a high standard will ensure the needs
of these user groups are met, and Housing Rights’ digital ambitions will be
realised.
This document is a support to a visually represented digital roadmap for the
organisation - and for an enhanced view of the holistic plan, we recommend
that they are read together. The implementation plan schema can be viewed
here. (this will be a link on the final doc)
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2. Digital Vision Statement
Through our work on this project, getting time understanding the organisation,
your service users and your ambitions, we have created a digital vision
statement that we believe encapsulates the purpose, ambition and goals of the
use of digital technology, processes and content in meeting and exceeding the
needs of service users.
2.1 Digital Vision Statement:

To embrace digital technology to generate
more helpful, accessible and impactful
services to our users and stakeholders.
Our digital vison has a core aim to generate ways in which more people can
access and use our services more easily to utilise digital technologies to provide
our past, present and prospective users and stakeholders with appropriate,
accurate, helpful and accessible digital services and raise awareness of
homelessness and housing issues.
We are committed to ensuring our staff, partners and wider stakeholder
network feel empowered, comfortable and supported by the right digital
infrastructure, processes, training and channels. Digital technology and
initiatives that we engage with, will be optimised through empirical user
evidence and continuous monitoring, testing and iteration.
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3. A ‘Design Thinking’ led journey
Any successful user-centred initiatives have a common thread that makes them
successful. That common thread is a commitment within teams to apply
design-thinking to the successful rationalisation, planning, acquisition, design
and implementation of digital and service initiatives. Importantly all initiatives
must be seen as part of a ‘system’ and we encourage throughout the roadmap
that Housing Rights take a system view to its implementation, applying designthinking to ensure success.
Before beginning the implementation plan which we have laid out below and in
the supporting roadmap document, Fathom recommends that the Housing
Rights team take part in a programme of Design Thinking education and
empowerment initiatives.
Design Thinking is an iterative process which allows participants to focus on the
user's needs, challenge assumptions and redefine problems in a human-centric
way. There are five key steps within the process.

With a focus on training delivery and learning via ‘doing’, the process should
initially take participants through each step of the process to provide them with
a framework on how to implement successful digital and service-design
initiatives. These sessions should be attended by representatives of all
departments within Housing Rights, to allow these processes to be embedded
in company culture.
They should be designed to:
●

Teach people how to problem-solve: Problem solving is a key skill that
everyone should master. Design Thinking workshops teach problem
solving in action, putting users at the centre, challenging assumptions
and utilising data and research to guide decisions. These methods and
learnings give participants an approach that they can apply to almost
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any challenge, in any area of the organisation.
●

Foster innovation and teamwork: The very essence of Design Thinking
lies in collaboration and thinking outside the box. As a designer, these
things are second nature to you; for others, it might not come so easily.
Design Thinking done well, breaks down silos and shows participants
how to challenge their assumptions—a recipe for innovation!

We also recommend that a 3rd party peer / strategic review of how design thinking is being applied to the realisation of the vision across the roadmap is
embedded
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4. Digital objective: Improve Process
We will improve our internal processes and systems so we can free up
resources to help more people.
The following are recommendations on how Housing Rights can improve their
internal processes. These initiatives will allow staff to be more efficient, freeing
up more resources.
4.1 Staff feedback on digital tools
Housing Rights currently uses a number of pieces of software including but not
limited to;
- Advice Pro
- Microsoft teams
-Maximiser
- Breathe
Staff are also using various pieces of hardware to help them carry out tasks
and responsibility. We recommend that Housing Rights carry out a
companywide survey to identify strengths and understand any weaknesses of
current technology stack.
There are a number of online survey tools which allow organisations to build
and distribute online surveys. Some of these tools also offer analysis services
which should improve efficiency when collating results from surveys.
We would recommend running the same survey every 6 months to track
improvement on user satisfaction.
KPI’s:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Staff interaction with all software currently being utilised by the
organisation
Staff satisfaction will all software currently being utilised by the
organisation
Staff interaction with hardware provided to them by organisation
Staff satisfaction will hardware provided to them by the organisation
Identify strengths of current software and hardware
Identify weaknesses and gaps of current software and hardware
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4.2 Content audit
Research showed that internal and external users can find it difficult to find and
access information they need to complete tasks. Internal members of staff
commented on how the type of information which is shared internally has been
invaluable and they would like this to continue and to be encouraged more.
Service users and partner organisations have commented on how content
within online resources can be overwhelming and hard to access.
We recommend focusing this audit on all external content. Reporting tools on
google analytics will provide information on top visited pages across the
website(s). This audit should be companywide and involve teams who are
involved in the creation, distribution and day to day monitoring of the content.
We recommend beginning this content audit by categorising existing content
into the following;
- audience (user type)
- format (video, policy document, news article)
- content owner (who created/manages this content)
- online/offline
Once content has been categorised it then needs to be assessed by the
content owner. The assessment should look at the following;
- accuracy
- quality
- relevance
- user engagement with online content (see KPIs below)
KPI’s:
●
●
●

Top visited page report in google analytics
Time spent on page report in google analytics
Creation of a content strategy document and process (see 5.2)

4.3 Review of current software stack
Research has shown that not all staff are aware of the software currently being
utilised by Housing Rights. Some of the software may not be being used to their
full potential. To increase cost efficiency, we recommend reviewing how internal
users are currently using software to identify gaps which might be filled by
integration with various pieces of software currently in use or new software
being required.
We recommend compiling a spreadsheet of all software currently being used
within the organisation. This spreadsheet should include a breakdown of the
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features available on that software. It should also include the reason that piece
of software was chosen and what departments currently use it. Each piece of
software should be assigned a ‘software owner’. This owner should be
representative of the department, team or staff members who interact with the
software the most and who is most familiar with it.
Once this spreadsheet has been completed the ‘software owner’, we
recommend assigning the software owner the task of ensuring ALL
departments who interact with this software input what features they are
currently making use of and what features they are not making use of.
The spreadsheet should also capture any ‘work-arounds’ staff are having to
create/use when interacting with software.
Once this process has been completed, we recommend all content owners
review the spreadsheet to discuss strengths, weaknesses, gaps and crossover
in the current software stack.
4.4 Project management tool
Research has suggested that staff would like additional visibility of projects
which are being run in conjunction with their own. Staff have also expressed
desire for more awareness on what is happening outside of their own teams,
especially in a remote working environment. For this reason, we recommend
Housing Right implement a project management tool.
In keeping with our recommendation in section 3, Housing Rights should
approach this project using a design-thinking framework to ensure the solution
meets the needs of the end user and is implemented correctly in line with other
initiatives.
Based on our initial research this tool should give Housing Rights the ability to;
- plan multiple projects in conjunction with one another
- ability to view projects in both Kanban and calendar formats
- assign individual and group tasks to staff
- assign specific date ranges and /or deadlines to individual and or group tasks
- review and manage the progress of projects and tasks
- allow individual users to add commentary to tasks
- allow individual users to add files to tasks
- track the timeline of projects
- the ability to access and view multiple calendars
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4.5 Data studio
With more digital initiatives being launched between now and 2023 we want to
ensure that Housing Rights can use data from these initiatives to monitor
performance internally but also provide evidence of success to major
funding groups.
Data Studio is a free google product which allows organisations to visualise
their data in one place. It allows you to generate customisable and easy to read
(and share) reports and dashboards.
Data studio allows organisations to connect to data from existing google
products such as; Google Analytics, Google Ad Manager, Search Console,
Google Sheets and Google Surveys. It has built in integrations with platforms
like; Facebook, Twitter, Mail Chimp, HubSpot and Shopify. You can also import
existing data via CSV files. See examples of dashboards below;
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We recommend that Housing Rights dedicate resources to the implementation
of Data Studio. Internal staff may require training, which we recommend ahead
of the implementation date so that if additional skills are needed and external
resources are required, then this can be obtained in time for implementation.
4.6 Review of social media
Research has shown that although Housing Rights is currently active on social
media, the content and strategy needs review. We know that reporting on
social media activity is ongoing. We recommend implementing a task force to
monitor what works well on Housing Rights current social media channels and
conduct a comparative review of the use of social media in the charitable /
advice sector.
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5. Digital objective: Help Customers
We will help our customers find answers and receive information in a suitable
way by improving and developing services and products, focusing on the user's
needs.
The following recommendations focus on how Housing Rights can develop and
implement digital initiatives to help external customers access services
efficiently.
5.1 Social media strategy
Research has shown that services users are happy to engage with Housing
Rights on social media channels like Facebook and Twitter. Instagram was not
mentioned specifically. We would recommend including this platform in any
social media strategy due to the mass appeal of the platform in the wider
public.
Service users did not specify whether they would like to seek advice through
this medium, and so we would recommend tailoring a social media strategy to
brand awareness. Dedicated resources should be given to the creation and
implementation of this strategy.
Things to consider:
- tone of voice (i.e; conversational, professional)
- what kind of media/ content will be used and shared externally (i.e; video,
imagery etc)
- how will content be created (are there internal resources with the correct
skillset to create this content?)
- frequency of posts
Whilst we feel the implementation of this strategy will require minimal resources,
development of the strategy should be shared across teams. The organisation
as a whole, should feel empowered to engage with the strategy, both in relation
to planning and implementing.
KPI’s:
●
●
●

Increase in followers across all social media platforms
Increase in content being shared across Facebook and Twitter (i.e:
retweets and shares)
Increase user engagement with content on Facebook and Twitter (i.e:
likes, comments, replies)
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5.2 Online content creation
Both service users and partner organisations stated that they feel the
content on current website(s) could be improved. We recommend that content
creation and responsibility, with appropriate workflow rules, is shared
throughout the organisation, particularly with those staff members who interact
with service users on a regular basis. Users want to interact with content that is
relevant to them and their particular situations.
Service users want direct advice that they can apply to their own situations.
Partner organisations want content that they can easily find solutions to their
client’s situations.
- FAQs
- Case studies
- Blog post
- News articles
- Commentary on updated policies
Service users stated that they would like to see various forms of content
onsite. Video and imagery can often reduce user fatigue when digesting
content.
In the creation of more relevant online content, Housing Rights will improve the
user journey of service users and partner organisations who want to seek
advice online and self-serve or those who wish to engage with content before
or after seeking advice from the advice teams.
Before any new content is created, we recommend implementing a process for
governance of all content. This process could include steps such as:
- develop a framework based on user needs
- decide on the format of content needed
- what user need is the content satisfying
- send the content for review once it was been created
- monitor performance on content using KPIs below.
KPI’s:
●
●
●
●

Top pages report on google analytics
Time spent on page report in google analytics
Improved user engagement using hotjar heatmaps
Event tracking in google analytics (clicks on links, videos etc)
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5.3 Online case studies
Whilst there will be an ongoing website project and content audit, research has
proved that there is a more immediate need for more ‘on the ground’ and
specific content to be available online, particularly for partner organisations
who are currently using the website to find content to help them and their
clients.
We would recommend the following:
- reviewing the types of cases Housing Rights advisors typically deal with
- categorise these types of cases and create a number of case studies which
fall under these case studies
- These could be placed on the main website under ‘Professional Support’ or
‘News & Views’ tabs
- ensure the content is optimised for SEO with relevant keywords and metatags
- content can be shared on social media
- content should be created in various types of media; text and/or video
- key aspect of the pages which contain content should be tagged up correctly
so user interaction can be tracked within google analytics (filters, play buttons,
contact call to actions)
KPI’s:
●
●
●
●

Time spent on page report in google analytics
Heatmap tracking on Hotjar
Event tracking on google analytics
Increase is traffic coming to the website from organic search (All Traffic
report in google analytics)

5.4 Optimised contact options on main site
Research has shown that both service users and partner organisations are
primarily using Housing Rights website(s) to find contact information. We
recommend that whilst the development of a new website is conducted, to
improve visibility of contact options on current Housing Rights website(s). In
doing so, t hose seeking to get advice will have a much smoother journey. It
will also allow Housing Rights to easily update their contact options should they
change and/or develop over time.
We would recommend the following:
- dedicated ‘Contact Us’ page which users can navigate to from the navigation
menu
- optimised contact options within header of website
- optimised contact options to take primary focus for mobile users
- clarity on contact methods for different user types
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KPI’s:
●
●
●
●
●

Time spent on page report in google analytics
Heatmap tracking on hotjar
Event tracking on google analytics
Increase is traffic coming to the website from organic search (All Traffic
report in google analytics)
Click to call tracking setup in google analytics

5.5 Automated chat bot
Service users and partner organisations have similar needs; to find specific
and relevant information quickly and to get quick answers to their situations.
We recommend that an automated chat bot be tested on the website(s). An
automated chat-bot will allow those who wish to self-serve to do us in an
efficient way.
This chat bot would not require advisors to monitor conversations as the
consent would be built out and managed by software. Content and interaction
will need to be monitored by Housing Rights so it can be adjusted so that it
remains relevant to all user groups who interact with.
Chatbot features:
- quick response time
- integration with social media platforms (Facebook messenger, WhatsApp)
- reporting tools to monitor user engagement
- visual builder
- preview chatbot
- open API (to link to other pieces of software in use, i.e; advice pro, maximiser)
- support centre / knowledge base
- ability to signpost users to specific website content
- dynamic responses
- ability to transfer to a live chat function
- ability to raise a query from chatbot
- ability to generate transcript
KPI’s:
●
●
●
●

maintained user engagement with chatbot over a 4-month period
decrease in the number of queries coming through on telephone and
emails
Positive feedback from staff on ease of use
event tracking in google analytics
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5.6 Interactive online resources (eg; HLPNI)
Both service users and partner organisations stated that the majority of
resources they access are in PDF format. PDFs are not accessible and often
users are unable to interact with them. For this reason, we recommend
converting all PDFs on the website(s) to interactive HTML pages.
Key benefits for publishing content in HTML format are:
1. Search engines favour HTML content
Although PDF documents can be indexed by search engines, they lack the tag
structure which is required for content to be ranked for keywords. HTML
content however does have the tag structure and will allow your content to be
optimised for search engines, increasing brand awareness across organic
searches.
2. Browsers support HTML
PDFs often require plugins to be downloaded onto browsers so users can
access them and these plugins are sometimes not compatible with a lot of
browsers. HTML content does not require these plugins are therefore easier to
access than PDFs.
3. Mobile optimisation
It is incredibly difficult to create mobile friendly PDFs. Google analytics and
primary research has shown that users are likely to visit Housing Rights
website(s) on a mobile device. HTML can be easily optimised for mobile
devices, making it much more accessible to your users.
4. Usability, customisation and development
Users have the ability to interact with HTML content, whereas they will need
specific software to interact with PDFs. HTML content can also be easily
rendered by users across different devices and supports offline storage.
5. It will generate more repeat visits to the website
HTML content can be bookmarked by users so they can come back to it at a
later date. It can also be shared easily on social media and freely promoted by
Housing Rights or the public.
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6. Digital objective: Raise skill level
We will raise the skill levels and confidence of Housing Right staff in using digital
technology and make the digital transformation of housing rights a positive one
for everyone involved.
The recommendations below focus on Housing Rights staff and how they can
recognise and develop new skills.
6.1 Formalised training for continued use of Microsoft Teams
Recent changes to the working environment due to COVID-19 resulted in the
need for Housing Rights staff to work remotely. Microsoft Teams has quickly
become a much-needed piece of software in the day to day running of Housing
Rights. Our research suggests staff have adjusted well to this new way of
working and feel positive about continuing to use Microsoft teams as a way of
communicating with colleagues and sharing information.
Microsoft offers various training resources online
KPI’s:
●
●
●

Improvement of user satisfaction with software in results from internal
survey each quarter
Expansion of use of features across the organisation
More staff members interacting with the software

6.2 Design thinking training and empowerment
See page 5.
6.3 Community portal
Partner organisations view Housing Rights as their main source of
information and support when it comes to helping their clients. Research shows
that these organisations require specific information at their fingertips. They
often work in isolation and are not privy to data held by Housing Rights and/or
other housing advisor charities. Representatives from these organisations want
to be able to get closer with Housing Rights. Although there is already a
dedicated corporate website, along with a logged in section of the site for
members, partner organisations would like more.
We recommend creating an online portal were members and non-members
can go to access relevant content and digital resources:
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Key features:
- live chat
- access to interactive digital resources (see 5.6)
- forum where users can share their own content and generate discussion
- logged in state for members to gain additional resource (this could be used as
a marketing tool to generate interested in CHAP/ membership)
- user profiles
- various user permissions; administrator, moderator, content editor etc
- share content to social media
- gamification; to encourage community development
- remote training opportunities (via Moodle)
KPI’s:
●
●
●
●

increased interaction with interactive digital resources (track via event
tracking in google analytics)
target of number of accounts created
increased in content being shared on social media
increased engagement with live chat
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7. Digital objective: Enable growth
We will incorporate digital into new service design to add value for our customer
groups.
The recommendations below are central to ensuring Housing Rights is able to
use digital initiatives to develop new services and reach a wider audience.
Community portal
See page 19
7.1 Housing Rights knowledge base
We recognise that staff previously had access to an intranet system via
SharePoint and Microsoft Teams is currently fulfilling this void in the short term.
Research has shown us that staff would like internal documentation and
information to be saved on a separate system which they can access remotely.
This system should give users the ability to:
- access documentation
- upload files / documents
- simple folder structure so users can find information easily
- search function to allow users to find specific files/ documents
- ability to increase storage capacity easily
- share information with other users \
- download files/ documents
7.2 Donation journey
Research has shown that Housing Rights has a positive sentiment among all
those who have interacted with the service. We recommend taking
advantage of this to create an online donation journey for those users who
would like to and are able to donate. We understand that Housing Rights have
not gone down this route so far given the often-financial strain that is the heart
of their service users' situations.
Comparative analysis has shown that similar organisations do have donation
options on their website. Based on this, we would recommend that Housing
Rights launch an online donation journey on the website softly. We do not feel it
should be the focus point of the website.
The donation journey should have:
- online donation portal to begin with, such as JustGiving
- soft donation click to action that stays with the user throughout their journey
on the Housing Rights website
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- transparency on how donations will help the organisation (eg; A £50 donation
will provide Housing Rights with …)
KPI’s:
●
●
●

Increase in engagement with a donation click to action
Track engagement of the donation funnel
Track donation amounts

7.3 Website
Research suggests that service users and partner organisations are using
current Housing Right website(s) in a limited capacity; e.g. to find contact
details, or to access urgent support information.
Some partner organisations would often use the website(s) to find
information but typically do not succeed and go on to speak to an advisor over
the phone. Likewise, service users struggle to find the information they need
online and therefore contact an advisor through email or telephone.
Hypothesis
Housing rights currently have three separate websites, each targeted at a
specific user group. At this early discovery stage of research, we would
recommend that these websites could be combined into one single domain.
Our current hypothesis is that three separate domains is causing confusion
among users, resulting in low brand awareness. A single domain can also
improve findability and domain authority for search engines. Currently the three
separate domains will be competing for rankings on search results, however
one domain which means that content lives in one place and would not be
competing, would ensure higher performance in terms of search engine results
pages.
A strong navigation with clear information architecture will still ensure specific
user groups will still be able access relevant content.
Below, we have documented a phased methodology to the development and
implementation of a new Housing Rights website:
Before starting these phases of work, we recommend reviewing resource
available to Housing Rights to deliver the following skills and outcomes, to
decide what external agencies or partners will be required:
- Research; users, data, use cases and analysis
- Design; ideation, prototype creation, testing and final design
-Strategy; management of timescales and completion of phases
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- Development; web development, quality control, content management and
hosting
- Measurement and optimisation; Data analytics skills, optimisation sprints
and iterative design.
Below is a diagram to summarise the website development process we would
recommend is undertaken by Housing Rights.
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8. Summary
In summary the initiatives outlined above are a result of a programme of
research in which both internal and external user groups were interviewed
and/or surveyed. Each of the digital initiatives above have been designed to
answer various needs from each user group identified from our research.
8.1 Governance
Once signed off by the Housing Rights Board, this document along with the
implementation plan schema The implementation plan schema can be viewed
here. (this will be a link on the final doc) will be reviewed by the Digital
Development Group. They will then proceed to implement the initiatives,
reviewing resources, skills set, budget and timescales required. The Digital
Development group will review any changes to this document (and the
implementation plan schema) with the Strategic Leadership Team and the
Board.
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9. About this document
Fathom completed a programme of digital vision planning and implementation
with Housing Rights in 2020 and has subsequently authored this document, to
ensure consistency between the strategy and the digital roadmap which will
support it. Fathom is a dedicated UX agency, founded in 2011 to help
businesses and organisations of all sizes get the most from their digital
activities. Our service areas are:

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Requirements gathering and analysis
User and persona development
Customer journey planning
Information architecture
Usability testing
Primary user research
Competitive and comparative benchmarking
Web metrics and evaluation
Mentoring and support
Lecturing, masterclasses and training

To find out more please contact Fathom’s UX Strategist Andrew McCrea.
T: 028 9099 2882
E: andrew@fathom.pro
W: www.fathom.pro
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